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Product Components

Portable IPA SDK

GSMA Compliant eUICC

Bootstrap Connectivity

IPA ( IoT profile assistant ) is
provided in the SDK, supporting
Linux, RTOS and Android, enabling
easy integration for a wide range
of device form factors.

GSMA compliant eUICC chip for
secure hosting and switching of
different profiles of choice.

Pre-loaded global profiles for
plug & play connectivity, and
sustainable connectivity in case
of signal loss after the
deployment.

eSIM APIs

API based eSIM as a service,
making cellular connectivity
programmable &
reprogrammable, in
accordance with GSMA
accredited RSP ( remote SIM
provisioning ).

Highlights
Programmable & Reprogrammable
cellular connectivity
Flexibility of remote MNO/MVNO
switching
Tailored consumer eSIM
Infrastructure for IoT deployment
eSIM APIs provisioned on 1M+
IoT devices

www.sim.express

Our mission and focus
We aim to be the leading player for bringing eSIM technology to the world of
connected devices.
We strive to address critical challenges in cellular IoT connectivity:
Limited control on pricing, coverage and QoS bound to single MNO / MVNO contract.
Inefficiency / incapability of SIM card swapping and MNO / MVNO switching.
M2M eUICC not proven and not commercial ready to scale.
SIM.Express : API based eSIM solution for IoT, one eSIM SKU across the industrial
chain for global deployment.
eUICC + SDK + API = efficient connectivity enablement for IoT.
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For IoT OEMs
We help global IoT
deployment with fast go-tomarket process, using standard
. eSIM, with one set of
and secure
APIs to enable freedom of choice
for operators from one SKU.

For IoT SPs

For IoT Enterprises

We improve IoT SPs' user
experience compared to
traditional SIM cards, and help

We offer on-premise deployment, to
deliver complete eSIM-as-a-service
solution with RSP ( remote SIM

companies offload current
hassles of IoT integration due to
fragmentation.

provisioning ) platform to support
private mobile network infrastructure.

ABOUT US

TESTIMONIAL

We are building eSIM APIs that work for IoT,
offering truly eSIM-as-a-service to quickly scale your
IoT business.

"SIM.Express makes our global IoT business in
micromobility industry really simple and flexible
with a single eSIM SKU and unified platform,
offering freedom of choice in terms of
connectivity service providers, incredible for our
business flexibility when scaling up. "

We are on a mission to simplify
connectivity for a more productive world.
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